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The Art of Creating PowerPoint Charts:
The Input
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A Sample of Math Questions
1. Solve for “x”: 2∙log10 x = 20
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A Sample of Math Questions
1. Solve for “x”: 2∙log10 x = 20
Answer:
2∙log10 x = 20
𝟐𝟎
log10 x =
= 10
𝟐
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A Sample of Math Questions

2. Simplify:

𝟏𝟖
𝟔

5
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A Sample of Math Questions
𝟏𝟖
𝟔

2. Simplify:

Answer:
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A Sample of Math Questions
3. Expand: (2x + y)3
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A Sample of Math Questions
3. Expand: (2x + y)3

Answer:

( 2x

+

y )3
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A Sample of Math Questions

4. Find “s”:

13
s

5
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A Sample of Math Questions

4. Find “s”:

Answer:
Here it is !!

13

s

5
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The Situation
• Budgets were cut; we adjusted.
•

Budgets should remain predominantly flat for the next few years

• Leadership continues to look for ways to reduce the cost of
acquisition.
• Loss of jobs, competencies (particularly technology).
Washington Post Articles:
•

“During the past 40 years…(we’ve) seen any number of attempts to improve
defense acquisition…..many of the things we have tried have had little
discernible impact”.

•

“All 3 defense giants (Lockheed Martin, General Dynamics and Northrup
Grumman) reported a drop in sales for the information systems and
technology segments in the first quarter…..the professional services sector,
which includes government contractors, shed 11,500 positions for the oneyear period ending in March.”

Is there a correlation between an increasing frequency of major weapon programs
not advancing beyond Milestone C and the loss of technology/operations research
skillsets in the workforce?
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Some Options for the Future:
What can the T&E Community do to Contribute to Cost Reduction?

…while maintaining its effectiveness and relevancy….
• Shrinking budgets means shrinking the T&E footprint.
• Examine the entire T&E business enterprise
• First: Baseline the cost!!!
• Infrastructure
•
•
•

Test and Training Ranges
Facilities
BRAC versus non-BRAC

• Process
• Skills and Competencies

Putting the “A” into Test Design, ANALYSIS, and Evaluation
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The Infrastructure:
The Hardest Nut to Crack
The Testing Enterprise
• Six Test Resource Categories
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modeling and Simulation Facilities
Measurement Facilities
System Integration Labs
Hardware-in-the-Loop Facilities
Installed Systems Test Facilities
Open-Air Ranges

Other Domains (Training and Operations Communities)
We have had base closures
We have had self-initiated studies
Are we “right-sized?” How would we know?
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The “Short” History of Base Closures
1961 closures: President Kennedy's announced on March 28, 1961, for 73 military establishments to be closed-Congress was informed on 30 March.

1964 closures: In December 1963, Secretary McNamara announced the closure of twenty-six DOD installations or
activities in the CONUS.
1965 closures: Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara announced 95 base closures/realignments in November 1964:
80 in the United States (33 states & DC) and 15 overseas.
1968 Project 693. Project 693 was established by Secretary Clark Clifford during the Vietnam War for reducing
programs and personnel, and the project also closed several military installations.
1969 realignments: The DoD realigned 307 military bases beginning with an announcement in October 1969.
1974 Project Concise. Project Concise eliminated most of the Project Nike missile locations which generally each had
2 sites, a radar station on an elevated landform for guidance and command/control, and a launch area that had launch
rails and stored missiles and warheads.
Grace Commission: The Grace Commission concluded in 1983 that savings could be made in the military base
structure and recommended establishing an independent commission to study the issue. Public Law 100–526
endorsed the review in October 1988 and authorized the special commission to recommend base realignments and
closures to the Secretary of Defense and provided relief from NEPA provisions that had hindered the base closure
process.
The Carlucci Commission was chartered by the Secretary of Defense on 3 May 1988 and in December 1988
recommended closure of 5 AFBs (Chanute, George, Mather, Norton, and Pease).
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The “Short” History of Base Closures
Defense Base Realignment and Closure Act of 1990
The Defense Base Realignment and Closure Act of 1990 provided the basic framework for the transfer and disposal of
military installations closed during the base realignment and closure (BRAC) process. The process was created in 1988 to
reduce politics with members of Congress that arise when facilities face activity reductions.
BRAC Commission closures/realignments affecting Test and Evaluation:
1988:
Jefferson Proving Ground
1991:
Fort Ord; Fort Rucker (Realigned)

1995
Disestablishing ATCOM, transferring its mission and organizations to Redstone Arsenal to merge with the Army Missile
Command to form AMCOM; .Fort Greely (Realign)
2005
Included a Test and Training Range subgroup to develop closure
The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2014 specifically prohibits authorization of future BRAC rounds: No
future Base Realignment and Closure round for military installations within the United Sates, its commonwealths,
territories, and possessions for realignment or closure shall be authorized until, at the very earliest, the Department of
Defense has completed and submitted to Congress a formal review of the overseas military facility structure, which
incorporates overseas basing consolidations, an assessment of the need for bases to support overseas contingency
operations, and the Department of Defense's Strategic Choices and Management Review.
Aviation Technical Test Center to Redstone Arsenal, AL, and consolidating it with the Technical Test Center at Redstone
Arsenal, AL
Relocate the Cold Regions Test Center (CRTC) headquarters from Fort Wainwright, AK, to Fort Greely, AK .
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Self-Initiated Studies
Some of the memorable ones…..
• T&E Board of Directors Infrastructure Study (1994)
• Vision 21 (1996)
• Proposed Realignment of Air Force Test and Evaluation Facilities
(2008)
• CBA on Test Facilities for the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation
Command (2009)
• Tri-Service Electronic Warfare Test Capabilities Study (2010)
• USD(AT&L) Comprehensive Review of the T&E Infrastructure (2012)

Infrastructure is expensive to maintain and modernize!
Do we need more BRACS; more studies?
Preserve the Air, Land, Sea and Space “Space”
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The T&E Process:
Infrastructure Aligned with Testing Needs
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The Process
Test designs are improving as we learn and apply more effective design
tools (e.g., Experimental Design, Reliability Growth planning)
And we are using the infrastructure more effectively (e.g., distributed
LVC network across the six Test Resources Categories.)

Data collection:
Incredible amounts of data are generated during testing. How much of it
do we really need? Can we (should we) reduce testing?
•
•
•
•

How many times we test (the frequency)
Where we test (fewer locations)
More testing may not always be better; we may just get more bad data.
Maybe less (expensive) testing and more reliance on analytics.

Do we need the separate fiefdoms of DT&E and OT&E?
• We have tried “integrated T&E” …….
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Skills and Competencies

Recall the “4 Math Questions” from the beginning of the
presentation.
Have Operations Research-type and technology-type competencies
deteriorated?
Impacts:
• If we do less testing, can we compensate by using more analytics?
• More efficient and effective test design
• Emphasize analysis in the evaluation process
• More modeling and simulation (i.e., constructive)?
• How confident are we in our VV&A techniques?

New domains (e.g., Cyberspace) bring an additional set of concerns
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The Cyber Domain
What is needed to accelerate our preparation for testing in the
Cyber Domain?
Policy
• We have a lot of policy already……
• Kratznicki’s Law: Compliance with policy is inversely proportional to the
amount of policy to be complied with.

Methodology
• Adapt/translate from the traditional domains into the Cyber Domain,
but…….
• Operations in Cyber Space do not translate well from conventional
operations.
• The avenues of approach for an adversary are wide.
• In conventional operations, we can study the terrain and know where the enemy
can and can’t go.
• Not so in Cyber Space: if the terrain exists, it is passable.

Infrastructure (e.g., the National Cyber Range)
Skills and Competencies
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The Academic Contribution:
Understanding the “physics” of system/network intrusion
• Behavior of systems (hardware software, people) in

networks has a rich mathematical foundation.
• Modeling the human
• Statistical techniques applied to stochastic processes
• Current University-level research using:
• Variable Length Markov Models (VLMMs)
• Hidden Markov Models (HMM)s
• Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs)
• Bayesian Networks

• All help provide better insight into pattern recognition; in predicting

attacks and their outcomes, assessing the probability of
penetration and determining the risk of disruption or destruction of
the system.

The Bottom Line
• Shrinking budgets and cost-cutting initiatives will
continue.
• The T&E enterprise must be a willing partner in the
inevitable reduction of its footprint.
• Operations Research/technology skills and competencies
should be significantly increased in the workforce as
more emphasis must be given to analytics in the design
and evaluation processes.
Bold initiatives must be taken in order to keep T&E relevant
and effective in the acquisition process.
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The Art of Creating PowerPoint Charts:
The Result

